Abstract-In this paper, to reduce required capacities for information exchanges in microgrids, a novel distributed event-based algorithm is proposed for optimal energy management in a microgrid. Aiming at optimally scheduling the energy supplier's generation, an objective function is formulated to minimize the total cost of maintaining the supply-demand balance with considering power losses. Regarding each participant as an agent, the proposed algorithm is implemented in a distributed manner based on a multiagent system framework. Therefore, each agent only exchanges information with its neighbors through a local network. Additionally, comparing with the periodical communication of sampled-data mechanisms, the adopted event-based scheme achieves satisfactory performance by using significantly less communication between participants. As a result, it further facilitates the development of networked microgrids. Furthermore, concerning the privacy of participants, the proposed algorithm is implemented without exposing owners' private preferences. The effectiveness of the proposed distributed algorithm is validated through several simulation studies.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE microgrid provides a promising solution to integrate diversely distributed generators (DGs), energy storage systems (ESSs), loads, and control devices, which brings a more flexible and efficient power grid [1] . Microgrids can be operated in different modes, namely, grid-connected mode and islanded mode. For a grid-connected microgrid, the balance of supply and demand can be adjusted by the main grid by absorbing power from or injecting power into the main grid [2] . In contrast, the main task of an islanded microgrid is to maintain the supplydemand balance by itself in a cost-effective way. However, with high-level integration of the intermittent renewable generation and various load demands (LDs), it brings new challenges to the traditional energy management system [3] .
In general, the energy management problem is formulated as an optimization problem that takes a vital part in the scheduling during the microgrid operation [4] . Typically, the energy management problem is addressed by the centralized approaches [5] - [8] . However, relying on a control center, these centralized methods require a costly communication system to gather the system-wide information and also a powerful central controller to process a mass of received data [9] , which results in an increasing susceptibility to single-point failures. Furthermore, certain sensitive information has been passed to the central state, despite the unwillingness of the participants [10] .
To address such adverse effects of the centralized approaches, distributed algorithms with lower communicational and computational burdens and higher robustness are promising alternatives for the future smart grids [11] - [19] . In [13] , an incremental cost consensus algorithm based multiagent system (MAS) is proposed to solve the energy management problem. However, it relies on a leader agent to collect the current generation information so that it is not fully distributed. Similarly, Teng et al. [14] proposed a consensus-based algorithm to allocate active power among participants economically that deploys an external leader to process the mismatch information. In [15] , a novel consensusbased algorithm is proposed to solve the economic dispatch problem in a fully distributed approach without considering the power losses. Furthermore, in [16] , under the premise of maximizing the social welfare, the energy management problem is solved by an MAS-based distributed algorithm. In [17] , Zhao and Ding proposed a continuous-time distributed algorithm for maximizing the satisfaction and welfare of plug-in electric vehicle's users without certain initialization process, which requires sharing the information about consumer's cost function. Guo et al. [18] introduced a distributed algorithm for economic dispatch problem in smart grids with wind power, which does not verify the algorithm under time-varying renewable generation. In addition, a distributed energy management system in [19] is introduced to energy internet by using consensus-based distributed alternating direction method of multipliers algorithm without considering the limitation of the communication network.
Regarding to address the energy management problem in a distributed manner, the consensus-based optimization algorithms utilize the communication between spatially connected DGs and further perform the computation locally. With deploying the large-scale information technology infrastructure in the future smart grid [20] , the network resources would be exhausted by the tremendous data exchange [21] . Ignoring the communication bottlenecks could lead to unreliable operations and even the failed performance of distributed approaches. Besides, agents in the future MAS would execute the algorithm in an embedded microprocessor that will interact with neighbors under limited computational capacities. Therefore, it is worthwhile to design a distributed algorithm with less communication requirements. From this perspective, the event-based mechanism provides a solution for a significant reduction of the information exchanges [22] , [23] . Recently, Li et al. [24] first introduced the event-triggered distributed optimization algorithm to solve the economic dispatch problem, and significantly reduce the communication burdens. However, the impacts of intermittent renewable generation have not been considered. Since the proposed algorithm also requires that the initial power allocation starts from a predetermined value, the algorithm may require the reinitialization when the operation condition is changed. Furthermore, Li et al. 1 proposed an event-triggered based energy management system for multienergy systems to maximize their day-ahead social welfare and smooth out the real-time loads variations. However, the algorithm requires each agent to exchange two auxiliary variables between neighbors, which might result in additional communication cost.
Most of the aforementioned algorithms on energy management system require a continuous or periodical communication.
Once the communication link is congested, those algorithms may fail to converge to the solution [24] . In light of energy management system over a networked environment, it is indispensable to design a distributed solution with less communication burdens. From this perspective, an event-based distributed algorithm is proposed for the optimal energy management while taking the intermittent renewable generation and LDs into consideration to maintain the supply-demand balance. Regarding each participant in the microgrid as an agent, agents in the MAS only need to exchange information through a local communication network. Thus, the proposed solution can be applied in a distributed manner to address the issues caused by centralized methods. In general, the periodic communication schemes need to take the worst situations into consideration for determining sampled periods. Therefore, those schemes may cause a waste of the communication resources. In contrast, an eventriggered mechanism is involved in developing the proposed algorithm that can further reduce communication requirements among agents dramatically. As a result, it is more compatible with future networked microgrids. Compared with [24] , the event condition proposed in this paper is in a distributed manner. Besides, respecting the privacy of the individual participant, the proposed algorithm solves the problem without sharing the participant's preferences. Several simulation studies are carried 1 appeared online after the second run of the review of this submission. out for validating the effectiveness and the scalability of the proposed algorithm.
The remainder part of the paper is organized as follows. Section II outlines the MAS architecture and gives a description in the conception of the smart grid. Section III formulates the energy management in a microgrid. Section IV proposes an event-based distributed optimal solution for the energy management problem. Section V presents the simulation results and corresponding analysis. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section VI.
II. MAS IN SMART GRIDS
Considering a microgrid as shown in Fig. 1 , an MAS framework is first introduced in the context of smart grids to take advantage of the information and communication technology infrastructure in smart grids [26] . In this framework, each participant in the microgrid is regarded as an agent, which can interact with its adjacent agents to achieve certain objectives.
As indicated in [27] , the design of the communication network can be independent of the power network, which can be constructed according to the requirement of a practical microgrid. Hence, we consider the communication network G = (V, E) associated with N units including both generation and demand units, where V = {ν 1 , . . ., ν n } denotes the agent set and E is the edge set. The communication graph is undirected because of the two-way information flow of the advanced ICT infrastructure. It is assumed that there exists a path between every pair of distinct units so that the graph is connected. The adjacency matrix
III. OPTIMAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT PROBLEM
The optimal energy management problem in this paper is first formulated as a social welfare maximization (SWM) problem that can stimulate the participants in a smart grid to be more willing to involve in the grid operation. In general, the SWM problem is defined as an optimization problem to discover power allocation among the participants to maximize the total welfare of the participants [28] , [29] 
, and η i,E V = ∂ P loss P i , E V as the power loss efficiency of each type of participants. The different generation units are classified into two aspects, i.e., dispatchable and nondispatchable, according to their generation types. Then, welfare functions can be defined according to the conception of microgrids as follows.
A. Welfare Functions of Dispatchable Units 1) Conventional Generators:
For a give price signal at time t, ρ(t), the welfare for CGs can be defined as the net profit
where η i,G is the power loss efficiency of (i, G)th CG defined later. C i,G (P i,G ) is the generation cost of (i, G)th CG for providing (P i,G ), which is written as a conventional quadratic function such as
where non-negative constants a i,G , b i,G , and c i,G are the cost coefficients.
2) Energy Storage Systems: Similar to CGs, ESSs are regarded as dispatchable units since they are able to absorb the excessive power and compensate the insufficient power according current grid requirements. Referring to [32] , it is assumed that the renewable generation is insufficient to supply total demand. Therefore, the remaining demands should be supplied by the ESSs and CGs economically. From this perspective, the welfare function for each ESS is modeled as the revenue of participating in the grid regulation
where η i,S is the power loss efficiency of (i, S)th ESS.
) is the cost of (i, S)th ESS respecting to its energy efficiency and degradation cost. Following [33] , a quadratic function is introduced to indicate the cost according to charging/discharging efficiency
where a i,S and b i,S are positive cost coefficients of (i, S)th ESS.
The degradation cost of battery cells during batteries' charging/dicharging cycles plays a key factor in the optimal operation of battery energy storage systems (BESSs). A linearized approximation [34] for battery degradation is adopted in this work. Taking the normalized cost of power draw from/to the battery, the battery degradation cost is given by
where ρ c ($/kW) is battery cost per unit power discharged/charged, and the time-slot duration is included in ρ c . Remark III.1: As shown in [16] and [33] , similar quadratic models of BESSs have been used to indicate the operating cost respecting to the efficiency of BESSs. Indeed, the battery cannot be charged or discharged at a same time. In this paper, following the same assumption in [16] , we assume the renewable generation are insufficient to supply total demand. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to design an energy management system that schedules ESSs and CGs to support the demand in an economical approach.
B. Welfare Functions of Nondispatchable Units 1) Renewable Generators:
The forecasting generation of the RGs including wind turbines (WTs) and PVs may not be accurate because of their stochastic and intermittent nature that is why they are considered as nondispatchable units. Noting that the environmental policy and concerns in many countries follow the priority of using the renewable generation whenever it is available [30] . Therefore, for the optimization purpose, it is reasonable to assume that the cost of (i, R)th RG is constant as C i,R P i,R , since its generation cannot be adjusted during the optimization. To this end, the welfare is defined by
where η i,R is the power loss efficiency of (i, R)th RG, and P i,R is the nondispatchable renewable generation.
2) Constant LDs: The welfare for the constant LDs are modeled as the utility minus energy cost. The utility of LDs is assumed to be constant as U i,D P i,D , since the consumed power will not be changed [29] . Therefore, the welfare of LDs is defined by
where η i,D is the power loss efficiency of (i, D)th LD, and P i,D is the constant consumed power.
C. Problem Formulation
In an islanded microgrid, the mismatch between the summation of all the generated active power and the overall consumed power should be zero to maintain the system stability i,G∈G
Next, by substituting (2)- (4) in (1), and with power balance constraint (9) and power loss efficiency, the SWM problem can be further written as
where (10c)-(10d) are the power limits for the generation/consumption of participants. The constant terms, i.e., the cost/utility of RGs/LDs, are neglected since they will not affect the optimization decision. In addition, RGs cannot be considered as dispatchable units if they are controlled in maximum peak power tracking mode. Therefore, only ESSs and CGs are responsible for maintaining the balance between the supply and demand.
As a result, the original problem is formulated as an optimal problem that is to schedule the usage of all the dispatchable units and minimize the generation cost while taking into consideration unpredictable LDs and RGs. For convenience of the problem formulation, we further denote P i as the power generation, η i as the power loss efficiency, and P m i and P
M i
are the lower and upper bounds of ith unit, respectively. Then, (10) can be rewritten as
where P m is the mismatch between the supply and demand caused by the intermittent renewable generations and varying LDs, i.e.,
D. Augmented Lagrangian Function
The objective function is first augmented by the karush-kuhntucker (KKT) multiplier to find the solution set
where θ is the KKT multiplier associated with the equality constraint (11b). Here, we do not consider the KKT multiplier for the local inequality constraint since it can be restricted in the local feasible domain by applying projection methods [33] .
Then, the optimization problem (11) has a solution if and only if there exists a constant θ * such that
E. Pricing Mechanism
Assuming the participant in the smart grid is selfish, then the social welfare is maximized when
Adopting (2) and (4) in (14), it shows that (14) is equivalent to
which means θ will be interpreted as the price signal for each participant to maximize its individual welfare/benefit. The formulated problem can be solved by a traditional centralized method, which requires all the information from participants to process the optimization algorithm. Alternatively, a proper designed distributed method is able to solve the above problem without the central communication. However, both two methods require the continuous communication, which are designed without considering the capability of the communication network. In what follows, an event-based distributed optimization algorithm is proposed to solve the above problem with taking the communication issue into account.
IV. EVENT-BASED DISTRIBUTED SOLUTION FOR THE ENERGY MANAGEMENT PROBLEM
Since the communication infrastructure in a smart grid usually has a limited bandwidth and energy resources, agents are embedded with distributed algorithms to update the optimization algorithm simultaneously, due to the communication constraints. From this perspective, in this section, an event-based distributed algorithm will be proposed to solve the formulated optimization problem, so that the communication burden can be reduced significantly.
Before proposing our algorithm, some conventions are first introduced. Letθ j be the last known information of jth agent transmitted to its adjacent agents. We
, where t i k denotes kth time at which ith agent communicates with its neighbors. Then, an event-based distributed algorithm for each agent is proposed aṡ
where α is a positive constant to be designed later. Assuming r i is the ability of ith agent to detect the active power mismatch, and we denote r = [r 1 , . . . , r n ] T with 1 T n r = 1, for i ∈ n., where
The proposed algorithm (16) is distributed with a driving command − C i (P i ) − ε i θ i for ith agent, which is inspired by the central saddle-point dynamics. To observe the global mismatch information, the algorithm (16) takes the advantage of the distributed average estimation method to reconstruct a local copy of saddle-point dynamics scaled by (1/N ) . Therefore, the information required to process the algorithm of ith agent isθ j from its in-neighbors.
A. Convergence Analysis
For convenience, the algorithm (16) is first rewritten as a compact formṖ
where
T , respectively, and let ε = diag(ε 1 , . . . , ε N ).
The convergence analysis starts with characterizing the equilibrium point of (17) . The equilibrium point of (17) can be obtained by 
Then, multiplying (18b) with 1
By comparing (20) with the KKT condition (13), it shows that the optimization problem is solved if the algorithm (17) converges to its equilibrium set.
For ith agent, a measurement error is defined as
Then, the event condition is given by
where d i is the degree of ith agent, and κ, μ ∈ R + . An event is triggered for ith agent if the event function f i (t) ≥ 0 is satisfied. Specifically, ith agent will update i∈N a ij (θ i −θ j ) using its current state at the instant. Meanwhile, ith agent will also broadcast its current state to its in-neighbors through the communication network, and reset the measurement error e i to zero. Additionally, ith agent will receive the sampled estimation of the supply-demand mismatch from its adjacent agents if an event of any of them is triggered. As a result, using this mechanism will reduce the communication cost. Remark IV.1: Event-based distributed energy management has been investigated in pioneer work [25] . However, the results in [25] requires the information exchange of two auxiliary variables. By exploring the properties of positive invariant set, algorithm (16) only needs to transmitθ i , which reduces the communication cost. Furthermore, the time-dependent threshold κe −μt in the event function (22) brings extra design freedom to achieve the tradeoff between the communication cost and the convergence rate. In fact, any positive κ and μ can guarantee the convergence of the system. In addition, the system with a large μ and a smaller κ will have a faster convergence, but more frequent communications. The design of κ and μ relies on the requirement of the convergence rate and the communication cost.
Remark IV.2: Continuous-time algorithms with periodic communication need to consider worst-case situations to determine appropriate periods, as they might cause a wasteful use of the communication resources [35] . In the proposed algorithm, each agent only communicates when the event function f i (t) ≥ 0 so that it could use the communication resources effectively.
Theorem IV.1: Assume that each C i (P i ) is m i -strongly convex with m = min{m 1 , . . . , m N }. Then, for each i ∈ N in the connected graph, the proposed algorithm (17) starting from P i (0), θ i (0) ∈ R with i∈N z i (0) = 0 will converge to the solution set (P * , θ * ) of the optimization problem (11) if the event function f i ≥ 0 is fulfilled, and there exists α such that
where λ 2 is the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of L. Proof: Our analysis starts from transferring the equilibrium point of (17) to the origin such aŝ
where Γ = [r, R] is an orthogonal matrix [35] with
where r = (N −1) . Then, the algorithm (17) reads aṡ
where y(P, P * ) := ( C(P + P * ) − C(P * )). To study the stability of (27) , a positive-definite Lyapunov function is considered as (27) iṡ
where and the property of m-strong convexity such that
are applied to deduce the inequality ofV . Next, the Young's inequality is further adopted such that to establish an upper bound ofV such aṡ
where by the virtue of (23) and (24) S =P T m(δ + 1)I − ε T RR T ε P + 1 4ẑ
Next, using
Then, one has
Since a ij = a j i , it can be obtained that
andθ
Thus, we have
With (22), it yieldṡ
Then, we can further rewrite (42) aṡ
where which shows V is bounded. Then, h 2 is bounded according to (28) , which further implies thatḣ 2 is bounded by invoking (27) . In addition, from (43), it can be obtained that
(46) As a result, with the Barbalat's Lemma [36] , we can conclude that h 2 → 0 as t → ∞, which indicates that the trajectories of (27) converge to the solution of the KKT equation given in (13) .
Next, the final objective is to show that our algorithm does not exhibit the Zeno behavior, which can follow a similar line in [37] . Due to the page limit, we omitted it.
V. SIMULATION STUDIES
In this section, three case studies are presented to validate the effectiveness of the event-based optimization algorithm, where κ = 2.5 and μ = 0.8. The battery cell cost is 0.058 $/kW. In the first two cases, the proposed distributed algorithm is tested in a modified IEEE 14-bus system as depicted in Fig. 2 , including two CGs, three BESSs, and one WT, which is widely adopted in energy management problem [16] , [38] , [39] . The simulation parameters are summarized in Table I , where the power loss coefficients are adopted in [40] , and the topology of the communication network is assumed to be identical to the physical network.
In Case 5.1, the performance of the proposed algorithm is investigated under the constant renewable generation and LDs. Case 5.2 is carried out with varying output power from the renewable generation. Finally, the scalability of the proposed algorithm is investigated in Case 5.3 with the IEEE 162-bus system.
A. Case 1: Constant Renewable Generation
In this case, the proposed distributed solution is tested in the IEEE 14-bus system under a constant supply-demand mismatch as 200 kW. The microgrid is assumed to be operated in the islanded mode, and the topology of the communication network is given by Fig. 3 . BESS4 and BESS5 are assumed to be charged at the beginning. As shown in Fig. 4 , the marginal cost of each participant converges to its optimal value first. The updates of the power generation, the estimation of the supplydemand mismatch, and the triggering instants are depicted in Figs. 5-7. As shown in the results, the power reference of each agent converges to its optimal value in response to the marginal cost update and meanwhile, the supply-demand mismatch converges to zero by the proposed algorithm. Besides, as indicated in Fig. 7 , the total update number of the algorithm is dramatically reduced to achieve the optimal value. To further illustrate the effectiveness of our solution, the existing work [13] with the periodic communication is adopted to compare the performance. In this case, the periodic interval time is set as 0.02 s and the convergence coefficient is 0.0005 provided by [13] . The results are given in Table II , where the number of communications of second agent is taken as an example. It can be verified that the proposed event-based algorithm require less information exchanges among agents in the network compared with periodic communication scheme (10.2% of the instants by the periodical one).
B. Case 2: Varying Renewable Generation
Since the output power from RGs would be uncertain and unpredictable, the required power from CGs and BESSs will be time-varying when high intermittent RGs are integrated into the microgrid. In this case, the reactive power regulation mode is adopted to control the WT and the output power from the WT is given by Fig. 8, which shows that the WT generation suddenly drops to a very low value within 1 s. The microgrid is operated under islanded mode in 0 s intentionally by controlling the breaker. Figs. 9-11 present the results for the update of the marginal cost, the power generation, and the power balance estimation, respectively. The results show that the marginal cost converges to the optimal value according to the current generation from the WT. Accordingly, the power outputs from dispatchable units converge to the corresponding values to diminish the mismatch caused by the varying renewable generation. The frequency response given in Fig. 12 shows that the system frequency is restored to its nominal value, i.e., 50 Hz, when the mismatch is diminished. Also, the time instant of each agent is shown in Fig. 13 , which shows the communication requirements are reduced effectively even under the varying mismatch.
C. Case 3: Scalability Analysis
Considering a future smart grid could be a large-scale system, the scalability of the proposed algorithm is investigated in this case under the IEEE 162-bus system with eight CGs and nine BESSs where the simulation parameters are adopted from [41] and the total LD is given by 18 422 MW. Deploying the proposed algorithm, as shown in Fig. 14 , the marginal cost will converge to a common value, which indicates that the effectiveness of our algorithm will not be affected by the increase in the system scale.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an event-based distributed optimization algorithm is proposed for the optimal energy management in a microgrid. The proposed solution can minimize the generation cost of energy suppliers effectively considering the supplydemand balance within the microgrid. Based on the MAS framework, our algorithm can be implemented in a distributed manner without the central communication. Besides, an event-triggered mechanism is adopted to reduce the requirements of the agent communication. Simulation results in both the IEEE 14-bus and 162-bus systems have been given to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
APPENDIX

A. Convergence Analysis of the Distributed Algorithm With Inequality Constraints
Using differential inclusions and the nonsmooth analysis [17] , for P i (0) ∈ P i , an event-based algorithm with inequality constraints is designed aṡ
where α is a positive constant. The algorithms (47) and (16) share the same structure, where (47) includes a differential inclusion and a differentiated projection operation to deal with inequality constraints. Before we present the convergence proof, several following lemmas are useful for our analysis.
Lemma VI.1 ([42] ): Let F : R n ⇒ R n be a set-valued map and X denote a convex set. For x(0) = x 0 , then consideṙ
where N X (x) is the normal cone of set X at x. Thus, the following statements hold: 1) a trajectory x(·) is a solution to (48) if and only if it is a solution to (49); and 2) if F is bounded over X , then there exists a solution to (48) and (49). Following [43] , the optimal condition for the problem (11) can be obtained.
Lemma VI.2: If P * i , i ∈ 1, . . . , N is the minimum of the problem (11), there exists θ * ∈ R n such that
Conversely, if (50) holds for a feasible point P * i , i ∈ 1, . . . , N, and θ * ∈ R n , and thus, P * i , i ∈ 1, . . . , N is the global minimum of the problem (11) .
Again, we write (47) as a compact form with P (0) ∈ Ṗ
Using Lemma 6.1, the solution existence of (51) is guaranteed. Following the analysis of [44, Lemma 5], the problem (11) is solved by a solution,P , if (P ,θ,z) is the equilibrium point of (51).
Proof: The proof starts from transforming the equilibrium point to the origin. It follows [45] that
Following a similar coordinate transformation in the proof of Theorem 4.1, one haṡ
(53e) Next, we sketch the convergence analysis of (53) by adopting the candidate Lyapunov function V . Its set-valued Lie derivative along (53) is 
where W = −θ Note that P i − P * i , N P i (P i ) ⊆ R + and P i − P * i , N P i (P * i ) ⊆ R − , there is P , N P (P ) − N P (P * ) ⊆ R + . Hence, −P T w(P, P * ) ∈ − P , ∂C(P ) − ∂C(P * ) − P , N P (P ) − N P (P * ) . Therefore, using the property of m-strong convexity of C(·), we have max σ ∈ R : σ = −(δ + 1)P T w(P, P * )
w(P, P * ) ∈ C(P ) − C(P * ) + N P (P ) − N P (P ) 
where S ≥ 0 given by (36) . Integrating (56), we further have
Therefore, following [46] , V is lower bounded. Then, it can be concluded that similar results are given by (45) and (46), which indicates that the trajectories of (53) converge to the solution of the problem (11) . 
